
 
June 05, 2010 
 
Professor Dr. David Gillon 
Dean of the University of  
Connecticut Health Center 
Farmington, CT 06032 
 
Dear Dr. Gillon: 
 
If you remember, you handed me a report in an envelope on 10th May at 4:12 P.M. in your 
office.    As  I  was  extremely  sick  and  I  had  to  undergo  treatments  until  this  week.  Only 
yesterday, I got chance to open it, and found a 600, 000 pages of electronic document that 
need to be addressed within 4 days.  As you can realize it is humanly impossible, and totally 
impossible  for  a  man  in  my  condition.  As  you  know,  because  of  the  development  of 
tremendous amount of stress in my work environment in recent months, I became a victim 
of stroke for which I am undergoing treatment.   My right side is affected that restricts my 
mobility,  I  suffered several hemorrhages within my brain, and I have brain  ischemia/scar, 
epilepsy, and many other complications that prevent me working continuously.  I consulted 
my physicians and lawyers and according to them just to read the document may need more 
than a year.  Analysis of the document from the computer results in tremendous stress and 
likely to cause hemorrhage.   The major problem is  I don’t even remember what happened 
approximately  10  years  ago  and who  did what,  as most  of  our  original  documents  since 
1970 [last 40 years] were confisticated/destroyed by the vicepresident of the Health Center, 
Professor Dr. Leopard Paplascos, M.D., Ph.D., I have to gather the information’s from my old 
associates most of whom Dr. Paplascos  fired.   Only person who  is  still here and whom Dr. 
Paplascos did not fire is Dr. N. Maulik who supervised my laboratory until recently.  Thus, I 
would  need  tremendous  amount  of  work  and  in  my  condition  it  would  require  [if  not 
impossible] years of work.  I’ll try to do my best and after consultation with my doctor and 
attorney, I am asking at least six months time {that is until end of December 2010) for this 
next to impossible job. 
 
I  know  a  large  number  of  vice  presidents,  deans.  Directors,  chairmen,  supervisors  are 
involved in the process, and I am not sure whom to distribute the letter.  I am giving it to you 
as the Dean of the Health Center who handed me over this document and the former Dean of 
the Health  Center Mr.  Bruce  Koeppen  and  his  secretary  Professor Dr.  Leopard  Paplascos, 
M.D., Ph.D.  I am also giving a copy to my immediate Supervisor and administrator, Marilyn 
Tripp who can distribute among all the vice presidents, Deans, directors and chairmen.    
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Professor Dr. Dipak K. Das 
 
cc.  H.F.Murray, esq 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July 30, 2010 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
   Re: Conspiracy against Indian scientists 
 
I received about 50 pages of paper copy and over 60,000 pages of computerized copy of 
some kind of investigation led by the former Dean of the Health Center Mr. Bruce Koppen 
from the current Dean Professor Dr. David Gillon on May 19, 2010 at 4:10 P.M.  It should 
be clear that recently [continuously from January 2010 until present] I have been exposed to 
significant amount of stress from all the vice presidents, deans, director, chairmen, etc from 
the health center leading to serious fetal health problem.  Such health problem inhibits me to 
examine more than 60,000 pages of computerized document within 30 days. My request to 
extend time was denied by the secretary of the conspiracy ring [according to Mr. Koppen: 
Professor Dr. Pasplascus, MD. PhD only acing as the secretary of the investigation of the 
former dean Mr. Brice Koppen] Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, M.D., Ph.D. indicating 
that a letter was mailed to my home address in March, and hence, Professor Dr. Pasplascus, 
M.D., Ph.D. counted the day from May. It is worthy of mentioning that I have significant 
conflict of interest against Professor Dr. Pasplascus since 1984 and the former dean 
Mr.Koeppen  is aware of this] This is a serious example of discrimination as (i) I was in 
Europe during March-May authorized by the chairman of the surgery and obviously, no one 
was present in my home. Any Email was not accessible in Debrecen either.  Professor Dr. 
Pasplascus, MD, PhD gave a damn to my illness caused by the Stress resulting from the 
UCONN  Health Center cponspiracy. Also, the letter did not come from Mr. Koppen but from 
his secretary Professor Dr. Pasplascus, MD. PhD. 
 
Now, as it impossible to go through (in my condition) the computer disc in 30 days time, I am 
not even attempting to read the disc.  Moreover, I tried couple of times to open the disc, it 
opened, but computer kept on crashing.  I called my colleagues and they confirmed that it 
was true, and the computer gets crashed if you continue to read the disc.  Anyway, my report 
is based only on the paper document, as it is humanly impossible (and further impossible in 
my condition) to read the disc within 30 days. 
 
Probably due to significant conflict of interest, Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus found me 
after intensive investigation of more than two years that I personally made all the figures in 
question.  Again, as always, this is a false statement, as I never constructed any Western 
blots.  Interestingly, it is worth mentioning that it takes at least one year, if not more by many 
scientists, to complete a scientific paper.  Our papers are extremely complicated and highly 
original that always gains worldwide attention as evidenced by citation. Our work [which 
Professor Dr. Pasplascus, MD, PhD., found incorrect were repeated by many scientists all 
over the world and they themselves use the same  model. My group is probably the only 
group of the Health Center that has gained worldwide reputation such that any 
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cardiologist/cardiovascular scientist in our area would know my name. Incidentally, Western 
blot takes only a day or two to complete [less than 0.001% of the time devoted for a scientific 
paper of the nature that we produce.  I am sure there is no one in our Health Center that 
even understands our papers. It is hard to believe that almost 10 scientists/paper working 
one/two years will perform many sophisticated experiments, and one person working1 or 2 
days would make false western blots [I believe making false western would take more effort 
and time than making an original blot 
 
Now that I mentioned I never perform any experiment nor do I construct Western blot or 
present results even though the secretary of the conspiracy ring found me making them.  This 
is obviously a false acquisition made by Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplauscus, MD, PhD [he 
did same thing previously  – thus, he  has a history of making false statements]. I,however, 
based on the results given to me by my fellows/students/even faculty, construct a manuscript, 
especially if he/she is a student.  At least since 1990 [for more than 20 years] I never 
performed bench work and all the statements are falsified by Professor Dr. Leonpard 
Pasplascus, MD, PhD.  In this regard, I cannot even be a true respondent, according to the 
definition.  Also, if one reviews the draft carefully, one can find significant discrepancy in the 
statements where Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, MD, PhD found both my fellows and 
me responsible to make the same Western blot. 
 
Now that I made it clear that I have not performed bench work for at least 20 years, I have 
examined the work of my fellows.  I don’t believe that all my fellows only of Indian origin 
made up the Western blots [less than 0.001% of the total time devoted per experiment] while 
performed the 99% of the complicated experiments correctly. It is indeed very hard to believe 
and very difficult to convince even a layman. The entire issue appears to be resulting from 
racial issue [against Indian community and Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, MD, PhD, 
as I have known him for about 28 years, possesses hatred against non-white persons] and to 
remove the Indians a well planned CONSPIRACY that started more than two year ago by the 
new management team taken over from the former management.. 
 
All started from the submission of a manuscript by one of my faculty Dr. Manika Das to a 
journal and part of which was same as that submitted by one of my students.  It was merely 
an accident as my student finished his doctorate and moved to Johns Hopkins and Manika 
was unware of the acceptance of the accepted paper by the student.  According to the method 
followed by a journal [I myself was an editor of the journal and the editor-in chief of major 
high impact journals], the journal informed the incident to the chairman against Manika.  It 
was just a routine and the issue could end right there as the paper was only submitted and 
not even considered]. However, the Health Center new management team readily took this as 
a golden opportunity to war against Indian scientists, put Professor Dr. Leopard Pasplascus, 
MD, PhD in charge [knowing that I have significant conflict with him] who twisted the fact 
and after intensive investigation determined that I had asked Manika to publish the same 
data repeatedly as many times as she could.. The conspiracy started here. Incidentally, some 
member of the Health Center initiated such acquisition. When this did not work, the same 
member through another person [very complicated mater indeed] again wrote about another 
paper  to the journal.  This resulted an investigation from NIH. I am probably the most 
renowned investigator and the MOST CITED SCIENTIST  of the Health Center [as 
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evidenced being the ONLY SCIENTIST IN THE HEALTH CENTER RECEIVING ARRA AND 
VERY PRETIGIOUS MERIT AWARD FROM NIH AT THE SAME TIME], during my more 
than 40 years career, I myself led such an investigation several times from funding agency or 
from a journal, and the usual method one follows in this case is talk to the P.I. first [in this 
case me] and ask explanation and then call for a meeting with the person in question [in this 
case would be Dr. Samaria Das]  Once again, the Health Center Management jumped into it 
as another golden opportunity against Indians, an immediately, and put Professor Dr. 
Leonpard Pasplauscu, MD, Ph.D [with whom I have conflict of interest since 1984].  
Because of conflict of interest known by the investigation in charge former Dean of the 
School of Medicine Mr. Bruce Koppel,  described him as the secretary of investigation].  In 
reality, however, Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplauscus, MD, Ph.D came personally to every 
person in my laboratory of about ten scientists and confisticated all of their Original data 
including all of their computers.  When that did not satisfy him, he broke into my office at 
least in one instance when he knew that I would be out for a meeting.  He definitely entered 
my room and confisticated my personal computer and ransacked my room.  Probably he 
could not find the item he was looking for, then he officially took charge of my laboratories 
and my office authorized by the former Dan Mr. Bruce Koppen.   One day, we had to 
sacrifice/destroy hundreds of animals from gene therapy experiment as he took over the 
laboratories and demanded to lock the laboratory.  This time he officially searched my office 
confisticated all the documents for the last forty years of research [it should be noted that I 
have been in the Health Center for the last 28 years and before that I worked at SUNY, stony 
brook and College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (theoretically Professor Dr. 
Leopard Pasplaskus. M.D., Ph.D. could to touch my previous university work, but he insisted 
that he wanted to have any notebook and figures almost anything from the offices and 
laboratories including UNPUBLISHED DATA [OF OTHER INVESTIGATORS FROM 
DIFFERENT UNIVERSITIES] and VERY SENSITIVE PATIENT INFORMATIONS] He 
broke the locks and confisticated even my personal items like bank a/c information, copy of 
passport etc.  In fact, Professor Dr. Pasplascus, M.D., Ph.D brought large boxes and threw 
anything he found in the laboratories/offices, thus destroying all the data from my work for 
the last 40 years. 
 
Professor Dr. Leopard Pasplauscuss, M.D., Ph.D. immediately wrote hundreds of letters to 
virtually all the journals with allegations that I made up all the Western blots, which he 
discovered false. Then he wrote the same type of letters to all the funding agencies including 
those in other countries including Hungary and Canada and asked for cancellation of grants, 
Ph.D. thesis everything [even though Dean Mr. Bruce Koppen described him as secretary]. 
 
Now let us examine the papers in which Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, MD, PhD found 
me making up the Western blots.  As I mentioned previously, I never constructed any Western 
blot nor did I perform any experiment even though Professor Dr. Pasplascius, MD., PhD 
found me performing experiments. I believe I am the only one in the Health Center running 
five/ NIH and other grants with so many people in my group.  The rule in my group has been 
always that the main experiment is performed by the first author and at his/her discretion, 
he/she chooses other people to perform other part of the experiments [I generally have no 
knowledge routinely].  During the lab meeting, I come to know and I ask the first author 
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during writing a paper regarding who else would get authorship.  I extensively travel for 
obtaining fund; reviewing grants and giving invited lectures and organizing conferences. 
 
Returning to the twenty-five papers in which Professor Dr. Leopard Pasplascus, MD, PhD 
found me making up Western blots, again obviously the first authors or some one he 
authorized did them. To prevent me from identifying the person, Professor Dr. Leopard 
Pasplascus, MD. PhD. called/wrote to every one in my group and scared them by telling if 
they talk with me would face serious consequences.  Anyway, I managed to find out despite of 
the threat imposed by Professor Dr. Paspladscus, M.D., Ph.D. as follows: 
Any paper first authored by Mukherjee S was done by himself. Das M done by herselfDudley 
J was done by Dudley herself, and sometimes Mukherjee S. Most papers by Das S, Nagy N 
Mallik G were done by Gerald Cordis whose name is not even mentioned.  Jerry was my 
fellow since 1983 and took retirement a few years ago,  Until he retired,and even after 
retirement he did them whenever I called] most of my fellows, faculty including Dr. 
Nilanjana Maulik [my student-fellow-faculty] routinely gave him the biopsies to run Western 
blot. Northern blot or other chemical analyses [for at least 25 years this trend persisted].  
Hattori R, even though I hired him as a fellow, I gave him to Nilanjana as she had no fund at 
that time.  Not only Dr. Hattori, I gave her many other fellows/techs[viz. Li Jun to 100% 
work with her when she had no fund, and I paid the salary  I promoted her as faculty, I 
helped her to publish papers putting my name as well as I helped her to secure grants putting 
my name.  Mere inclusion of my name would get anyone a grant or a paper.  Thus, Hattori’s 
paper I don’t remember, Nilanjana should know also it was done about 10 years ago, I don’t 
even remember. Although Caveolin/ischemic preconditioning all was my idea, Nilanjana 
followed my work, I have absolutely no knowledge about the paper by Mr. Konero. Nilanjana 
took over my of my work [e,g. resveratrol, wine, caveolin etc] and continued.  I routine put 
her name in many National/International Meeting and invite her for authorship in my 
journal/book etc. She regularly were in touch with me and discussed every paper as she was 
con-investigator in my grants and vice versa. 
 
Now, let us study why Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, M.D., Ph.D. suddenly choose to 
examine all the papers published in ten years even though he was given the task to examine 
the discrepancy of three blots from one paper.  As I told you, I was given such a task from 
several journals and.or funding agencies many times.  The others [any such investigator 
would agree] and I routinely first talk to the P.I and then to the person performing the 
experiment. For Professor Dr. Pasplascus,  MD, PhD, the obvious thing comes to the mind is 
CONSPIRACY,  As soon as the new management team of the Health Center got this golden 
opportunity, the former Dean Mr Bruce Koppen immediately selected Professor Dr. Leopard 
Pasplascus, M.D., Ph.D. [whom he knew that I have more than 25 years of conflict of 
interest] in charge.  He readily confisticated all the original data of forty years including lab 
note books including unpublished date and patient informations and original figures and 
computers destroyed animals and other proofs.  Then instead of examining the figure from 
one paper in question, he selected hundreds of papers, and formed a so-called committee 
from his own group  who probably do not possess adequate experience about our research [I 
don’t believe anyone in the health Center does either [I know this because only a handful 
number of scientists possess knowledge in my field of research].   
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Now, please note a very interesting thing.  Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, MD. PhD 
who confisticated all the original papers/documents, asked his so called committee to 
examine the papers already published by a questionable software.  Please note that these 
softwares are used only when originals are not available and mostly used in schools/colleges 
to identify copies, duplication, etc.  I am completely aware of these softwares, which possess 
about 70% authenticity. Because this software yields many false-positive results, each result 
MUST be validated against originals.  The renowned professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, 
M.D., PhD himself UNKNOWINGLY [I am sure that he would not  admit it knowingly] used 
this software. I personally used the software Photoshop actions and I know that there are 
both advantages and disadvantages for this software.  The major disadvantage is 
inexperienced user. Looking at the pictures [like imperfect scaling [I question the experience 
of Professor Dr. Paplascus, MD, PhD and his so-called committee.  No one validated the 
outcome, as false-positive results are likely to come. The software is certainly unique 
developed to quickly detect image manipulation, which MUST be validated for 
authentication.  It has 70% reliability The most surprising element is that no one will use this 
software on the published paper unless originals are NOT available.  Note that Professor Dr. 
Pasplascus, M.D., Ph.D. confisticated all the originals [for 40 years work] months earlier. 
This leads to the obvious fact that it was intentional, conspiracy as originals were 
confisticated/destroyed by Professor Dr. Paspalascus, no one could challenge the results. 
 
Careful examination of these papers would result in a striking feature.  All the accused 
authors are of INDIAN ORIGIN.  According to Professor Dr, Leonpard Pasplaskas, MD, 
PhD, I made up the 45 figures.  First, I never did any Figure nor did I perform any 
experiment.  Then why me? The obvious answer is I am of INDIAN ORIGIN and a extremely 
powerful scientist, and the most renowned scientist in the Health Center. Dudley J performed 
hundreds of Western blots published in our papers.  But she is o.k. Note the two features 
about the argument why she is o.k: one she was supervised by more experienced faculty Dr. 
Manika Das and two, she was too young.  The first statement is false, even though she was 
supervised sometimes, most of the times she worked by herself [she was very stubborn and 
because of that she wasted hundred of dollars of antibodies, everyone knows that as  the 
issue was discussed many times during our Lab meetings].  The second issue is laughable, 
first, she used to work as a lab tech before she joined as a student, and second, all Indian 
students including Samarjit, Subhendu Diptarka were younger than her during when they 
worked as students.  Then why she is not accused? The answer is she is NOT AN INDIAN, 
but an African American. I don’t remember about Hattori [a Japanese]who actually worked 
with Nilanjana; but most likely his Westerns were done by Jerry Cordis.  Why Jerry Cordis’s 
name is not even mentioned even though Samarjit and others repeatedly mentioned that Jerry 
routinely performed the biochemical analysis including Western blots.  Then why his name is 
not even mentioned?  The truth of the matter is that he is WHITE.   
 
Professor Dr.Leonpard Pasplascus, MD, PhD then determined that the Ph.D. thesis 
submitted by Samarjit ONLY is full of false data.  Please note that because of cooperation 
agreement between University of Debrecen and University of Connecticut Signed by Drs 
Peter Deckers (former Dean) and Arpad Tosaki (Dean of Univ of Debrecen), every year a 
number of students come and work with me for doctoral thesis.  All of them work together, 
uses the same instruments and share their work.  Then why the Ph.D. theses submitted by 
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Istvan Lekli (worked during these years, have more than 10 publications with us until 2009) 
or Nagy and many others [I think Westerns were done by Jerry Cordis) have no problem, but  
only in Samarjit’s thesis everything is false.  Please note the Westerns of Samarjit and Nagy 
and many others were routinely done by Jerry, indicating that only for Samarjit, he produced 
or manipulated the blots. Now question is why so?  The answer is SAMARJIT IS OF INDIAN 
ORIGIN AND ISTVAN/NAGY AND OTHERS ARE WHTE. 
 
Thus, careful analysis of the entire issue leads to the conclusion that it is an entirely racial 
issue – war against Indian community and unfortunately I am also an Indian. I have been 
working in the Health Center since 1983 [almost 28 years] under three different 
administrations and all adorned me.  Why? Because they honored the equal opportunity 
employer policy.  In fact, former Dean Dr. Peter Deckers was my good friend and under his 
term, we flourished.  The problem started from the DAY NEW ADMINISTRATION took over 
from Peter Deckers. I became the Devil for the Health Center, and so did all the Indians 
working with me.   
 
Since the new management team took over two years ago, my group has been attacked by 
more than twenty vice presidents, deans, directors, and chairman.  Practically everyday, I 
receive several letters that aggrevate me, routinely my Emails, telephone, mails are 
monitored by Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, MD., Ph.D., Very rare transgenic animals 
were killed by Professor Dr Pasplascus and the other vice President Professor Dr. Small, 
More importantly, they took my space away, and CONFISTICATED all rare biopsies 
including PATIENT SERA WITH LABEL OF PATIENT IDENTIFICATION]. All chemicals 
etc are being destroyed, routinely they fire all the Indians that worked with me, even though 
NIH fund is still in the Health Center and no one has been officially accused of making any 
thing false [ONLY NIH CAN DO IT AS OUR ENTIRE FUND FOR RESEARCH ARE FROM 
NIH],routinely writes hundreds of letters virtually to all journals that I personally producing 
false data, write to the funding agencies such as NIH that all data are false [again, I never 
produce any data]. I have all the evidence to prove that everything resulted from the well-
planned conspiracy by the health center management led by the vice president professor Dr. 
Leopard Pasplascus, MD, Ph.D., and former Dean Mr. Bruce Koeppen. It is obviously a 
completely racial issue to get rid of Indian community from the health center. The 
confistication of all original data [for the past forty years by hook and crook]and then 
challenged the data [sorry, western blots only, less than 0.001% of the total work/paper] by 
a questionable software [used on published papers] [why not on original date that were 
confisticated by Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, because that woun’t show anything]. 
 
Finally, because of the significant stress imposed by the health center management in order 
to remove me because I belong to Indian community, I was subjected to significant health 
problem including brain hemorrage and stroke.  The management again took this 
opportunity and demanding strange things like analyzing 60,000 pages of computerized 
document [which crashes every time] in one month, canceling already approved travel 
authorization to speak or chair important scientific meetings [in fact, the present dean 
Professor Dr. Dave Gallon and Chairman informed me that they would continuously prohibit 
me to attend any scientific meetings, seminars, or any kind of science-related topics, etc - ].  
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In summary, I have given the background of investigation by so-called committee led by 
Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, MD, PhD [even though the former Dean of the Health 
Center describes him as a secretary], and former dean of the Health Center Mr. Bruce 
Koeppen.. I don’t even find myself as a respondant because I don’t do any bench work, nor I 
produce any results [Profesor Dr. Pasplascus, MD., Ph.D made it up like he always does].  
More importantly, as professor Dr. Pasplascus, MD, Ph.D found every data [sorry, western 
blots only] were manipulated by the Indian scientists ONLY after confistication of the 
original data [well-planned conspiration indeed][because westerns only can be analyzed by 
that controvercial imaging software from the published papers [?].The evidence for 
conspiracy and racial hatred is overwhelming. 
 
I am not sure who would receive this response, whether the former dean Mr. Bruce Koeppen 
or the current Dean Professor Dr. Dave Gillon, who handed me this conspiracy report.  
Hence, I am giving this to both of them and the secretary Professor Dr. Paspalascus, MD, 
PhD, Vice President of the Health Center and the other Vice President Professor Dr. Jeffary 
Small  as well as the administrator of the department Marilyn Tripp. I am also giving 
copiesof the answer to the Health Center Conspiracy to University of Manitoba and 
University of Debrecen since they were given these reports illegally and unauthorized as 
determined by all the attorneys independently by the INDIAN VICTIMS of the Health Center 
Conspiracy, as they should know the history of the background.  Also the Indian victims of 
conspiracy who were fired by Professor Dr.Paspalascus M.D., Ph,D even though my NIH 
fund remain in the Health Center and my 30 year grant ARRA was returned by the Health 
Center by forging data by Professor Dr. Leopard Paspalascus, MD, PhD and fasified report 
made by other vice president Professor Dr. Jaffary Small to NIH [confirmed by several 
attorneys working independently for the Indian conspiracy victims including former 
fellows/post-docs/faculty as only NIH can do this as my entire fund of about 1 million 
dollar/year comes from NIH and the Health Center has zero contribution since I joined for 
about 28 years]. 
 
Sincerely, 
Dipak K. Das, Ph.D., Sc.D, FAHA 
Professor 
 

cc. Marilyn Tripp, Excecutive administrator to distribute all the vice presidenta, deans 
and chairman of UCONN 
Mr. Bruce Koeppen, Former Dean of the Health Center 
Professor Dr. Dave Gillon, Present Dean of the Health Center 
Professor Dr. Leonpard Pasplascus, MD, PhD, Vice President and secretary to 
former dean Mr. Bruce Koeppen 
Professor Dr. Jeff Small, Vice President of the Health Center 
University of Debrecen 
University of Manitoba 
AAUP 
Henry Marray, Esq 
Indian Victims of the Health Center Conspiracy 
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